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can bat out
lots of good stuff with
a Remington Portable Typewriter
You

is surprising how the Remington
Portable helps with college work.
Long reports, theses, and transcriptions
of lectures simply roll out of this machine. Yon don't have to be an experienced operator to speed - up your
writing to an unbelievable degree.
Your theses and reports look better,
too, and quite naturally create a mors
favorable impression on the professors
when they are written on the Reming-

Jenkins

:., Defining trusteeship as "the
habit of association of persons
in private capacities for public
ones," he asserted that "we have
long ignored- the value of voluntary serviceNln maintaining
the welfare of our, democracy,
that we have faileato realize
what it has contributed in unpaid and unrecognized benefit to
the commonweal.
ave,
We
therefore, failed in our system
of education to include this function as one of the prime duties
of a citizen. Let us trust that
this deficiency in American education, this blindness in pub
lic opinion, may soon be
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Parker Duofold Pns from his perilous
foothold on a slender steel girder atop of
the new Stevens HoVel, Chicago.
One pen struck on asphalt, the other
on cement away thW bounded into the
air, then landed in the Weet unbroken!
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ton Portable.
,
Weighs only 8 H pounds, net, and is the
handiest, fastest, simplest to operate,
and most dependable of all portables.
Smallest, lightest and most compact
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Score by Quarters:
State
......
0 0 0
Carolina
0 0 0 1212
.......
Scoring: Touchdowns, Foard (sub
for Ellison) ; Furches (sub for Hackney). Substitutions: State, McDow
ell for Melton; Hennessa for McDowell, Ford for Vaughn, Vaughn
for. Foard, Bynum for Lambe, Aus
tin for Beatty. Carolina, Foard for
Ellison,' Shuler for Faulkner, Shu
"There must be a wider edu
ford for Jenkins, Furches for Hack- cation upon this function and
ney, Young for Ferrell, Supple for
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Warren, Block for Shuford, Eby for worked .trustee may be a really
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for few social institutions. , Every
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ney for Furches, Presson for Mc benefit of an academic educa
Daniel, Ellison for McDaniel, Davis tion is morally bound, it seems
for Supple.
Officials: Maeoffin to me, to accept such trustee
(Michigan) referee; Major (Auburn) ship.
There may be temperumpire; Uooch (Virginia) head lines aments unfitted by
emotional
man.
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